User manual
Congratulations on buying ‘Septikon’, the perfect industrial space station for mining and processing Uranium. The Klondike Industries company has equipped it with cutting edge
offensive and defensive systems, which makes it a powerful space fortress. And not without purpose — your competitors will watch every step you make! Protect your Uranium
deposits and destroy the enemy station as quickly as possible. Only then will no one dare covet your rich, radioactive deposits.

Setting up

Contents

Klondike Industries cares about its clients. At the start
of your endeavors, all Septikon warehouses are filled
to 50% capacity with relevant resources, which means
that at the start of the game station owners lack nothing.
Therefore, when the game begins, players receive 5 units
each of Oxygen, BioMass, Rockets, BioDrones, Metal,
Uranium and 10 units of Energy. These are distributed
as follows 5 units to a warehouse and they should
be placed to the inner cells, beginning with those located
furthest from the warehouse entrance.
Each owner of a Septikon also receives 5 Clones, which
can be placed in any of its modules (inner squares of his
station). At the start of the game, Clones can’t be placed
on the surface. They can also never be located in the
warehouses.
The player who can name the largest number
of constellations takes the first turn.

Game board
160 wooden resource cubes
in 7 colors
62 plastic miniatures
• 24 clones
• 10 biodrones
• 8 satellites
• 8 shields
• 8 rockets
• 4 nuclear rockets
80 damage tokens
2 dice
These rules

Turn structure
1. Launch the Random Number Generator (throw a die).
Mandatory.
2. Move one Clone or Spy the corresponding number of squares
on board. Mandatory.
3. Activate the module in which the Clone or Spy has finished

his move. Activation of production modules is mandatory,
activation of battle modules is optional.
4. Move any BioDrones located on the opponent’s station.
Optional.
5. Move all your launched Rockets and BioDrone Landing Capsules
the appropriate number of squares. Mandatory.
6. Check your own and enemy firing zones (Satellites, armed
Clones and BioDrones). Remove any destroyed units. Mandatory.
7. Check whether victory conditions are fulfilled (i.e. the opponent
can’t deal any Damage, regardless of how many moves
he makes). Mandatory.
8. Let the opponent have his turn. Mandatory.

The Septikon space station is located on a Uranium-richUR-CLASS ASTEROID: The station has
8 underground levels and each Level consists of 21 modules (squares on the board).
THE Levels are connected by one or two passages.

Study the Septikon map carefully
Gunners
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Top up your resources
and life support
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Passage
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Levels 1 and 2, 7 and 8, 8 and 9 are connected by passages, which are located
in the left- and right-most modules. Levels 2 and 7 are connected through the
Armory modules (the shaft).

Station control

Lock

Since the station is designed to be fully functional under nuclear
bombardment, all systems are operated manually. This makes
the station almost completely impenetrable to hacker attacks
and keeps repair costs down, but means you will need one crew
member to activate a module.
The station crew is included in the standard supply and consists
of obedient and loyal Clones, which are used to working in space.
At any time during your turn, you will check your Random Number
Generator (aka throw a six-sided die) and must then activate
one of your Clones, moving him that number of squares in any

Options of moving a clone 5 squares.

The shaft (a passage from the Battle zone into the Production
zone) with Armory modules
Lock

available direction (you can’t turn him around
and walk in the direction from which he came).
The module on which the Clone finishes his move
will now be activated.
Activation of Battle modules is optional;
Production modules must be activated (i.e. resources are spent or created);
Armory modules must be activated, arming each
Clone and BioDrone with appropriate weaponry
(see Appendix 3);
Squares on the asteroid surface are not modules
of the station. Clones can move through them
without activating anything, thus playing the role
of a Gunner (see ‘Battle Actions’).
The crew can’t enter warehouses. Moreover,
Clones can’t pass through destroyed modules
or squares occupied by enemy BioDrones.
If, at the start of the player’s turn, a Clone
is located in a free Lock, the player can freeze
him and instantly defrost a new Clone in any
other free Lock.

Important
• Clones may pass through squares occupied
by other Clones, but they can’t end their turn
on a square that is already occupied.
• A Clone can’t be moved fewer steps than the
number shown on the Random Number Generator.
• A player isn’t allowed to skip his turn if any of his
Clones are able to make a legal move. Rockets
and BioDrones capsules continue to move in any
situation.
Lock module by spending one unit of movement.
This gives increased flexibility in terms of access
to the most remote squares and has a similar
effect to teleportation.
After the player has completed all actions,
it is the opponent’s turn to launch the Random
Number Generator.

Caring for your crew
There is an almost endless supply of Clones at the Septikon,
all of which are held in suspended animation. If you put
an extra unit of Oxygen into your warehouse and its total
volume on all squares of your warehouse is greater than the
number of Clones, you can instantly defrost a new Clone in any
unoccupied Lock module. If all Locks are occupied and/or
destroyed, the number of crew members can’t be increased.
The game begins with only five resources in the Oxygen
warehouse, which is exactly the number of Clones available
before you begin a battle. Try to place them in the most optimal

configuration in accordance with the style and strategy of your
future campaign. However, you must remember that Clones
can only be placed in certain modules (they can’t be placed
on the asteroid surface or in the warehouses).
One question we often hear from players is: Will any of the
Clones die, if there is less Oxygen than crew? Don’t worry —
that won’t happen. However, you can only obtain new Clones
if you have more Oxygen than crew.
Try to distribute your Clones evenly, to ensure they are close
to all important modules.

Resources and warehouses
Usable resources on Septikon are Uranium, Energy, Metal, Oxygen, BioMass, Rockets and BioDrones. Each resource type
requires a special warehouse. Resources are stored in special squares — warehouse cells. Loading and unloading happens
automatically.
The warehouse looks like a long pipeline drilled through the asteroid. It’s used for loading and unloading resources. This
pipeline is divided into 10 cells and can hold up to 10 resource units. Resource units are used starting from the cell located
closest to the entrance. The warehouse is refilled starting from the furthest empty cell from the entrance.

Klondike Industries cares about its clients and makes hermetically sealed containers for resources, which means that even
damaged warehouses can be used.

If there are no cells containing resources between a damaged cell and the entrance to the warehouse, the warehouse is depressurized. To prevent death among personnel, the safety system seals the entrance to the warehouse within a fraction
of a second. All warehouses are equipped with this system. They will remain sealed and their operation blocked until the cause
of de-pressurization is removed.

Remember, warehouse de-pressurization will cause its doors to be sealed and you won’t be able to spend or produce resources.
Take care of your warehouses and repair any damage as soon as possible.
As well as de-pressurization, the warehouse will be blocked if it’s invaded by the opponent’s BioDrone landing party.
If an opponent’s BioDrone enters a warehouse cell, the safety system reacts exactly as it does when a cell is damaged.

Production, processing and provision

Battle actions

The Septikon’s Production modules are located on the two lowest levels of the station,
i.e. in the most protected areas. If a Clone ends its movement in one of these squares,
the module must be activated. The symbol in the lower right corner of the module
represents the resource consumed by the module and the symbol in the upper left
corner represents the resource produced.
The warehouse control system tracks the production efficiency at Septikon. If there is not
enough of the required consumable
Production
resource available or the warehouse
for the intended resource production
is completely filled or blocked, the
module will not be activated. In all other
situations, the module is activated and
the relevant resources are consumed
and produced.
The full list of production modules
is shown in Appendix 1.
Consumption

Septikon’s Battle modules are located on the two upper levels of the station. Unlike
the Production modules, these only consume resources. Activation of a Battle module
will lead to damage being dealt to the opponent or assist in defending the station.
The second most important difference between these two zones is the fool-proof
protection function that allows you to choose whether or not to activate a module
in which a Clone finishes his move.
The majority of Battle modules require preliminary target aiming. You will need to use
Gunners to do this. Gunners are Clones who have made their way to the surface of the
asteroid (the 9th Level).
These Battle modules are special because they can be activated as many times
as there are Gunners (once for each Gunner). Each activation requires a certain number
of resources and deals damage to a corresponding number of targets or produce
a corresponding number of objects for defense or attack (e.g. Satellites and Shields)
Moreover, these effects transpire directly in the Gunners’ line of sight, so that careful
placement and movement (when necessary) is advisable. Some Battle modules do not
require the presence of Gunners (‘Counter-Espionage’, ‘Repairs’).

It’s important to note that the Random Number Generator, apart from
determining the distance a Clone should move, also represents the
distance travelled by all Rockets, Landing Capsules and BioDrones, the
distance from Station surface at which Satellites and Energy Shields
are installed, and the depth of Thermite Mine explosions. The die is only
thrown once per turn to both make the move and determine these
parameters. It’s up to you to decide in which order the units will move.
The full list of battle modules is shown in Appendix 2.

Victory
In a battle situation, the party that loses the ability to efficiently resist
must immediately surrender. It’s better to lose your position and Uranium than the station, your life and the ability to pay off your debts to us.
A player wins the game if the opponent can’t deal any damage
to the player’s station, regardless of how many moves he makes.
If neither player can deal damage the game is considered a draw.

Possible outcomes
The analytical department of Klondike Industries researched many
possible situations in which two Septikon stations battle each other
and put together a list of the most probable victory outcomes:
1. The opponent loses all of his Clones and can’t make a move.
2. The opponent loses access to all resources and has no ammo left.
3. The opponent loses access to the battle zone and can’t restore it.
4. The opponent loses access to the production zone, can’t restore
it and all of his resources are exhausted.
5. The opponent loses all of his Gunners and can’t produce new ones.
More complex situations are simply composites of these five scenarios.
For example, some warehouses may become inaccessible because
of damage taken, while others are empty, and the opponent’s Clones
can’t make their way to the required squares.

Additional victory rules
If you are playing Septicon for the first time, it may seem hard to meet
the winning conditions. In this case you can play until the station
of any player takes 15 or more damage. The owner of the station
that suffered that amount of damage loses the game, his opponent
obviously wins.

Victory example
All of a player’s warehouses are blocked, except for the Oxygen and
Uranium warehouses and one Energy warehouse. The Uranium and
Energy wa-rehouses are empty and the player can’t produce any
Energy since he needs Uranium (‘Nuclear Reactor’ module) or BioMass
(‘Thermal Generator’ module) for its production and these squares
are inaccessible because the warehouse is sealed. To produce
Uranium, the player needs Oxygen and Energy. He has Oxygen, but
no Energy and he can’t produce any. Therefore, his resources are
exhausted, he can’t use the Battle modules or attack his opponent and
he can’t change the situation, regardless of how he moves his Clones.

Klondike Industries would like to wish you success and good luck and hopes
you have many victories on the hard and noble path of a Uranium miner.

Appendix 1					

Septikon Production modules
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Lichen. The only module that does not consume

7 modules

resources. Produces BioMass. ‘Double Lichen’
produces two units of BioMass. This resource is necessary for synthesizing Oxygen
and growing BioDrones. It’s also used for
espionage and creating Thermite Mines.
In desperate situations it can be used as
a reserve Energy source.

1 module

1 module

Foundry. Produces Metal. Metal is needed
Chemical Reactor. This module produces Oxy-

2 modules

1 module

Game Development
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2 modules

Promotional Support provided by
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3 modules

gen by consuming BioMass. Usually players
use a double Chemical Reactor, which produces two units of Oxygen simultaneously.
This allows them to defrost two new Clones
per turn. Oxygen is also used for growing
BioDrones and consumed in the production
of Uranium and Nuclear Warheads due to
radioactive pollution.

Air Filter. An alternative source of Oxygen.
Purifies air from radiation and other pollution.
Consumes two units of Oxygen and produces
three units of the same. More convenient than
a Chemical Reactor as it doesn’t require BioMass. The station loses some clones the filters
will allow you to bring up to three new clones.
BioCollector. Produces BioDrones (space
attack units), consumes Oxygen and BioMass.
The BioDrone is the pinnacle of Klondike
Industries bioengineering research. A single
BioDrone can cause critical damage to your
opponent’s station.

4 modules

3 modules

Energy and Oxygen. Uranium is the main
source of Energy. A player’s inability to
produce Uranium is one of the prerequisites
for defeat. Uranium is also used in the production of Nuclear Warheads.

Nuclear Reactor. Produces three units of

3 modules

Energy, consumes one unit of Uranium. Energy
is needed for the operation of Laser Weapons,
the installation of Energy Shields and the
production of Rockets and Metal. Energy
shortage will very quickly lead to defeat.

to make repairs to your station. If your
opponent damages your Metal warehouse
and blocks your access to this resource, it can
be very difficult or even impossible to repair
it. Metal is also used in Satellite production.

1 module

5 modules

1 module

Uranium Mine. Produces Uranium, consumes

Publisher
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international.hobbyworld.ru

Thermal Generator. Produces one unit of
Energy, consumes BioMass. A reserve Energy
source that can help save a situation if nuclear
reactors are inaccessible or you lose access
to Uranium. A produced unit of Energy can
be spent on repairs.

3 modules

Rocket Workshop. Produces Rockets, which are
used for destroying your opponent’s station
modules. They can be armed with Nuclear
Warheads to deal critical damage. A nuclear
threat will force your opponent to use
valuable turns and resources on defense,
which will complicate his position.
Sensor Cabin. A special module that lets you
get rid of an opponent’s BioDrone by turning
it into any other resource. If there is an enemy
BioDrone on your station (including the
surface), you can move your Clone into this
module, remove the BioDrone piece and place
a unit of any resource of your choosing into
corresponding accessible warehouse.
Nuclear Armory. This enables you to install
a Nuclear Warhead on any of the Rockets
located in your warehouse. A Rocket equipped
with a Nuclear Warhead destroys 5 modules
at once when it hits. One Damage token
is placed on the module where the Rocket
landed and one is placed on each of the four
adjacent squares (above, below, to the right
and left). If all your Rockets are blocked, or You
just don’t have any Rockets you can’t produce
any Warheads. Nuclear Warheads that have
been stopped in their flight do not detonate.

Septikon Battle modules 						

Appendix 2

Klondike Industries IS happy to outline all of Septikon’s battle abilities. Each
equipment type has been tested multiple times and our specialists have produced
the following instructions. Please familiarize yourself with them.

10 modules

Laser. The simplest and most popular weapon. Causes damage
to an undamaged module of the opponent’s station located along
the line of sight of the Gunner (a damaged square is marked
by placing a Damage token). The Laser passes through any
damaged squares. If an opponent’s Clone, Satellite, Rocket,
BioDrone or Energy Shield are located outside of the asteroid
squares, but on the trajectory, between the Gunner and the
opponent’s station, this target is destroyed by the Laser and the
opponent’s station is not damaged. If there are two or more valid
targets on the trajectory the Laser will destroy only one target —
the one closest to your station. The Laser uses one unit of Energy.

Landing Capsule. An universal weapon intended for sending BioDrones

3 modules

Launch Shaft. This is intended for launching Rockets and Nuclear

4 modules

3 modules

Warheads at your opponent. When a Clone finishes his move on this
square, remove the Rocket resource cube and move the Rocket
from the corresponding Gunner the number of squares shown
on the Random Number Generator at the start of your turn. During
each of your subsequent turns, any Rockets currently flying at your
opponent will continue to move a number of squares determined
by the die throw at the start of that turn. When a Rocket lands on your
opponent’s station module or warehouse square (it can be a module
on any level from 3 to 8) after its movement, it is removed. If the
module or square was not already damaged a Damage token
is placed on that square. If, before the collision, the Rocket ends
a move in a square where an opponent’s token (Clone, Satellite,
Rocket, BioDrone or Energy Shield) is located, then both this target
and the Rocket are destroyed. There are no consequences if your
Rocket ends a move in a square with your token.

A BioDrone can’t pass through damaged modules, but can land on them.
In this case, it is placed on the top of the Damage token. The BioDrone can
then leave the module.

Espionage. If one or more enemy Clones are located along a Gunner’s line

Thermite Mine. An expensive weapon used to destroy warehouses
and Production modules. A Thermite Mine causes damage
to the opponent’s station in line of sight of your Gunner on levels
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6, in accordance with the number shown on the
Random Number Generator. A thermite Mine consumes two units
of BioMass.
Energy Shield. A defensive armament used to protect key elements.

5 modules

When a Clone finishes his move on this module the player takes
an Energy Shield token and places it away from the Gunner in the
direction of the opponent’s station at a distance shown on the
Random Number Generator (in squares). This token does not
move once placed.
If an Energy Shield token is located in the path of an opponent’s Rocket or BioDrone, its movement ends in this square,
and both the Energy Shield and the Rocket (or BioDrone) are
destroyed. The Energy Shield will also stop a laser shot, thus
protecting your station from damage.
In all situations, if the Energy Shield is destroyed and the player
has accessible Energy resources, he is obliged to lose one unit
of Energy and the Energy Shield will be restored at the same
location. Satellites are the exception — they destroy an Energy
Shield completely.

to your opponent’s station and the subsequent destruction of his Clones
and infrastructure. When a Clone finishes his move on the Landing
Capsule, the player takes a BioDrone from the warehouse and moves
it from the corresponding Gunner the number of squares shown on the
Random Number Generator in the direction of the opponent’s station.
During each following move, the BioDrones (like Rockets) will continue
moving an appropriate number of squares. If the BioDrone’s trajectory
ends inside the opponent’s station or on the surface, the BioDrone
leaves the Capsule and, from the next turn, may move around the same
squares as the opponent’s Clones. If the BioDrone flying capsule stops
in a square where your opponent’s Clone, Satellite, Rocket, BioDrone
or Energy Shield is located, then both this target and the BioDrone are
destroyed.
During its turn, Each BioDrone located in the opponent’s station may
(but does not have to) move a number of squares shown on the Random
Number Generator. This movement is in addition to the movement
of a Clone in your station. BioDrones can’t move through your
opponent’s Clones (or your own spies) and your opponent’s Clones
can’t move through your BioDrones. A BioDrone that is inside
an opponent’s warehouse during disembarkation may move back and
forth through any cells in this warehouse. If it lands on a cell with
a resource, the resource will be destroyed. When it leaves the warehouse
it can’t return there or make its way into another warehouse.

2 modules

of sight (regardless of the level), any one of them can be turned into a spy
by taking over the communication system and triggering a targeted
mutation. Replace it with the figure of your color. The spy is governed
by the same rules as your opponent’s Clones, except that your opponent
can’t move it. Instead, during your turn, you may move this Clone
instead of one of your own.
If the spy moves into an enemy module it will activate it in the usual way —
by producing or consuming resources in your opponent’s warehouses,
take shots and launch landing parties from your opponent’s Gunners.
This means you can send your opponent’s BioDrones to your own
Satellites or consume all of his Energy by installing Energy Shields.
If, at the start of the turn, the spy is located in the Armory module or in the
Lock near the opponent’s warehouses, you may steal one resource unit
from this warehouse, before throwing the die, and move it to your
own warehouse. However, this is only allowed if the warehouses for
this resource type (both your warehouse and opponent’s one) are not
blocked.
The spy is armed like all your opponent’s Clones. It must use the
weaponry against opposing Clones and may be destroyed by them.
The spy may pass through your opponent’s Clones and they may pass
through him. Your BioDrones may not pass through your own spy and
vice versa. If your spy finds itself next to your armed BioDrone, the
BioDrone destroys it, and vice versa — an armed spy will destroy your
BioDrone. If both of these units are armed, only the spy is destroyed.
If the player has recruited the opponent’s Gunner as his spy, the
opponent may continue to use this unit as a Gunner until it leaves the
asteroid surface. You may not use the spy as your own Gunner.

For all MODULEs described above: if you deal damage to an opponent’s module or a cell in his warehouse, you simultaneously destroy any opponent’s pieces located in those squares.

Satellite. A battle unit and

4 modules

your main defense against
your opponent’s Rockets
and landing parties. When
a Clone visits this module,
the player places a Satellite token in a line of sight
of the Gunner towards
the opponent’s station at
a distance, shown on the
Random Number Generator (in squares). This token does not move once
placed.
The Satellite destroys all
your opponent’s objects located three squares or less away from it in
vertical, horizontal or diagonal directions. As well as Rockets and
landing parties, it can destroy enemy Gunners, Energy Shields and
Satellites. In a skirmish between two Satellites, the Satellite of the
player with the current turn wins. If an enemy Rocket or a Capsule
with a BioDrone lands on a square with a Satellite, the Satellite
is destroyed.

Special modules (Armory and Locks)

Appendix 3

AN Armory is used for the efficient operation of BioDrones and resistance to same.
Armories are special modules located between the battle and production zones
in the central shaft. Unlike regular Battle modules, Armory modules do not
consume resources. The Armory remains activated for the entire duration of the
Clone’s occupation and deactivates when the Clone leaves.

1 module

Drill. A weapon automatically distributed
to all of your BioDrones and Clones
while a Clone is located in this module.
The numeral 1 in the upper right corner
indicates the distance at which the Drill
is effective. If, at the end of your turn,
your BioDrone is located in a square
one step away from one or more enemy
Clones (along the vertical, horizontal or
diagonal directions), these Clones
will be destroyed. Also, if a Clone armed with a drill finds itself
at the end of its turn next to enemy BioDrones or Spies, these units
are destroyed.

Takeover. A radioelectronic weapon that lets you take over enemy

2 modules

Satellites. If a Clone activates this module you may spend the
appropriate amount of resources and enemy Satellite located in line
of sight of your Gunner will become yours. If your Gunner has two
or more enemy satellites on his line of sight, you can take over any one
of them. Swap its token for your own.

In all situations in which the modules above are activated, if you have two or more
Gunners, each may aim AT his own target IN the same activation. In such a case, the
activation of the module will use a number of resources appropriate to the number
of selected Gunners. For example, if a Landing Capsule module is activated and you
have three Gunners, you may launch one, two or three parties from the chosen
Gunners by taking an appropriate number of BioDrones from the warehouse.

6 modules

1 module

Repair. This lets you remove any one damage token. In general, repairs consume one unit of Metal. As well as the usual repair, there
is also a Double Repair module in the game, which lets you remove
2 Damage tokens by using one unit each of Metal and Oxygen.
Repair does not require a Gunner.
Klondike Industries has considered multiple situations in which
a Septikon may take damage during a space battle and has taken
an unprecedented step towards helping their clients. Repair is the
only battle module that has been duplicated in the production zone,
in case the Repair module in the battle zone is inaccessible. This
module is an enormous welding transformer and consumes Energy,
not Metal. If you lose all of your repair modules, then defeat is close.
Take good care of them.

VibroCannon. A weapon similar to the Drill

1 module

Both of these weapons may be used for DRILLING shafts. They may, therefore, be used
to attack between levels and through walls. They may even be used to destroy
enemy BioDrones inside warehouses. Neither the Drill nor the VibroCannon may
be used to destroy any targets other than Clones, Spies and active BioDrones
(inactive BioDrones, located at the enemy warehouses, can’t be destroyed). These
short-range weapons can’t be used before landing on the opponent’s station.
If, at the end of the turn, both your BioDrone and the opponent’s Clone are armed and
must attack each other, the skirmish is won by the player whose turn is ending.

1 module

1 module

Explosives. A BioDrone’s most terrible weapon. A moving BioDrone that
has been armed with Explosives may leave a damage token on the
square where it stood at the start of the turn. The player’s Clones
can also use Explosives, but only in the most desperate situation. For
example, if they need to contain an enemy landing party by blocking
passages.

Clones and BioDrones may wield and use any two or even all three weapons at the
same time (providED THAT the corresponding modules are occupied).
Lock. These are special modules in key locations around the station.

1 module

Counterespionage. This module has only one purpose: to turn an
enemy spy, located in any square of your station, back into your own
Clone (by changing its figure). This action does not require a Gunner.

but its striking distance is 2 squares from
an enemy unit. It destroys enemy units if
they are located exactly in 2 cells away
from an armed Clone or BioDrone in any
direction (including the diagonal).

4 modules

Locks are used for storing frozen Clones, which are able to be defrosted
as Oxygen supplies at the station increase. If all Locks are damaged
or occupied, new Clones can’t be defrosted. A Clone that is located
in a Lock at the beginning of a turn can be frozen and a copy of this
Clone defrosted in any other Lock. In this way, the Clone moves from
one Lock to another, as if they were adjacent, by using one unit
of movement. It continues its move from that location. BioDrones
can’t use enemy Locks.

This is a record of a battle between two Septikons. The owner of the upper station is the experienced miner, Grumb, who finds
himself in competition with the young upstart, Chester. Before the battle began, all of the warehouses were half full.

Chester takes the first move. The players have placed their Clones
as they saw fit. Grumb placed three Clones in the battle zone, which
shows his aggressive spirit.

1. Chester: : Random Number Generator (D6 roll) = 5. A Gun-

ner moves through the right Lock.

2. Grumb: D6 roll = 4. A Gunner moves through the left Lock.

Let’s consider the situation after the 6th move. Grumb has destroyed
a unit of Chester’s Uranium, which is worth the loss of two units
of BioMass, but he has also damaged the Uranium warehouse — which
means that Chester can’t consume any more Uranium. If Chester uses
his last unit of Uranium, then the warehouse will be decompressed and
blocked. Thankfully, Chester can still produce Uranium. If he produces
one unit of Uranium he can spend it without any negative consequences.

6
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6

3. Chester: D6 roll = 2. The Clone from the central Lock

To win this game, Chester must take some decisive action.

4. Grumb: D6 roll = 6. A second Gunner moves through

Clone on the second Level moves into the Nuclear Armory.
By doing this, Chester burns up his last available unit
of Uranium, but obtains a Nuclear Warhead.

5. Chester: D6 roll = 4. A second Gunner is moved through

a laser, using one unit of Energy.

6. Grumb: D6 roll = 4. Now Grumb wants to remove his Clone

Warhead on the right, where it can strike the Metal warehouse
and level the playing field. On the left he launches a regular
Rocket.

‘jumps’ to the lower Lock and moves to the right, activating
Air Filters. A unit of Oxygen is produced and placed in the
warehouse. A new Clone is defrosted in the right Lock.
the right Lock.

the left Lock quite successfully — opponent’s Clone is located
directly opposite and can be killed if it remains there.
from the threat. It can be moved either left or right. To the left
is a repair chamber, which he does not need right now; on the
right there is a choice — either bring out another Gunner or
activate the Thermite Mine at 4. He prefers the latter option.

7. Chester: D6 roll = 6. He must take a risk — the right-most

8. Grumb: D6 roll = 2. The right Gunner takes a shot with
9. Chester: D6 roll = 4. He launches a Rocket with a Nuclear

The Rockets launch from the GunnerS towards the opponent and cross
4 squares in accordance with the THROW of the Random Number Generator
used by the Clone which launched them.

9
8

7

10. Grumb: D6 roll = 2. Not waiting for the Rockets’ impact,
he places two Satellites by using two units of Metal.

16. Grumb: D6 roll = 3. Two shots from the Laser by using
both Gunners. Used 2 units of Energy.
17. Chester: D6 roll = 5. Places another Gunner on the right.
18. Grumb: D6 roll = 4. Two shots from the Laser by using

both Gunners. Used 2 units of Energy.

19. Chester: D6 roll = 6. The Gunner from the Level 2 Lock
moves to the Level 8 Lock and activates Landing Capsule.
Three BioDrones are launched.
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11. Chester: D6 roll = 6. A Clone moves from Level

2 to the VibroCannon, the Rocket is destroyed.

12. Grumb: D6 roll = 5. The left Gunner moves closer to the

19

center.

13. Chester: D6 roll = 2. The Clone moves from the

VibroCannon to the Level 2 Lock. Rocket with the Nuclear
Warhead is destroyed.

14. Grumb: Two shots from the Laser by using both Gunners.

Used 2 units of Energy.

15. Chester: The Clone on Level 1 moves closer to the repair

chamber and into the Nuclear Reactor, which is inactive
as the Uranium supply is blocked.
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20. Grumb: D6 roll = 1. Two shots from the Laser by using both 24. Grumb: D6 roll = 1. Moved the Clone (8th Level) to his right

Gunners. Used 2 units of Energy.

Lock.

21. Chester: D6 roll = 5. The Clone moves through the Armory

25. Chester: D6 roll = 5. Moved a Clone (8th Level) to his right

and stops in the Lock. The BioDrone landing party are flying.
The central BioDrone is killed by Satellite fire.

Lock. Two BioDrones land. One, successfully, in the Rocket
warehouse, which destroys one Rocket. The other is less
and lands in a damaged cell of the enemy BioDrone
22. Grumb: D6 roll = 5. Shoots from the laser once and uses his successful
warehouse.
last unit of Energy.
26. Grumb: D6 roll = 5. Moves a Clone (Level 7) into the
23. Chester: D6 roll = 2. The Clone on Level 1 moves closer to the Armory,
closer to the atomic reactors. Arms his Clones with
repair chamber. The BioReactor is not activated since Oxygen
VibroCannons.
and BioMass warehouses are blocked. The BioDrones are flying.
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Chester is literally two moves away from potential defeat.
However, Grumb is limited because he has only one Clone that
can use the Nuclear Power Station chamber, but he is not rolling
A 3 or A 4. Meanwhile, Chester landed two units and on the next move
they will be armed with Drills.

27. Chester: D6 roll = 4. The Clone in the right Lock

is frozen and its copy from the central Lock moves into
the chamber with the Drill. The landing party is armed and
moving towards the opponent’s central shaft.

30

28. Grumb: D6 roll = 5. The Clone from Level 1 moves away

from the enemy landing party into the Lichen module. A unit
of BioMass is produced.

29. Chester: D6 roll = 3. The Gunner moves to the left,
threatening the enemy Clone in the Lock. The BioDrone
on the left moves into the opponent’s shaft, and destroys
the Clone in the VibroCannon chamber with his Drill. The
second BioDrone continues to move towards the exit from
the Rocket warehouse.
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30. Grumb: D6 roll = 4. The Clone moves into the Sensor
Cabin, destroying the opponent’s most threatening BioDrone
and thus producing a unit of Energy.
31. Chester: Chester: D6 roll = 6. The Gunner moves to

Level 8 and activates the Laser. Two shots later, Grumb loses
one of the remaining Clones and both Locks on Level 8.
The BioDrone races towards the lower Lock.

32. Grumb: D6 roll = 3. The Clone located on Level 1 moves
away from the enemy landing party into the Nuclear Reactor
module and produces three units of Energy for one unit
of Uranium. The Sensor Cabin is freed.
33. Chester: D6 roll = 5. Chester’s BioDrone catches the
last Clone on Grumb’s station. The two remaining Gunners
can’t return to the station. Grumb can’t deal any Damage
to his opponent so Chester wins this game.
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